
Cost Accounting – Acct 362/562

Preview for test one

The first midterm test for this course can be taken between Thursday, April 17, and Friday, April

25.  The exam will be a closed-book, closed-note exam.  You will need a calculator.  The exam is to be

taken outside of class.  Schedule your time with Dr. Albrecht.  

The professor’s previous tests for this course are available on the course web site:

http://accountingprofessor.wordpress.com/cost-acct/

Introduction.  Two important topics in this part of the course revolve around different business

strategies and value chains.  Other topics include what is cost/managerial accounting and how

cost/managerial accounting differs from financial accounting.   Possible types of exam include

definitions and written response).  Overall importance of chapter:  light emphasis.

Traditional income statement.  You will need to classify cost examples as product or period, variable

or fixed.  Also, you will need to be up on the set of income statement equations presented in

class.  Overall importance of chapter: medium emphasis.

Cost behavior.  This deals with estimating a linear total cost function.  The total cost function may be

as simple as TC = VC*X + F, or it may be complicated by changing costs over the relevant

range.  You should be well versed in identifying the pattern of costs in different settings.  For

example, you might need to compute parameters of an equation using the two-point method or

graphing the pattern.  Definitely, you will need to use the cost equation to predict future costs. 

Cost prediction under uncertain conditions is also fair game.  Overall importance of chapter:

medium emphasis.

CVP.  The intent of this topical coverage is to focus on the relationship between revenue and

variable/fixed costs.  You will want to know both the cm/unit and cm percentage approaches to

solving various types of problems.  The different types of material that are fair game include

basic use of using unit equations and determine the preferably of alternative production strategies 

(indifference or cross-over points), and changing variable/fixed costs.  Also, there will be more

complex problems relating change in units to change in profit, as well as multi-product

calculations.  Graphing of CVP is also on this test.  Also, preparation of a contribution margin

income statement.  Possible types of exam questions:  basic problems, problems that focus on

concepts, and graphical analyses.  Overall importance of chapter: heavy emphasis.
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Terminology

I often ask students to define terms and explain their relevance/importance to cost management. 

Sometimes I ask for examples.  The goal is a complete statement, so that there is no ambiguity in

your answer.

Chapter 1

Balanced score card

Bias

Cognitive bias

Information bias

Predisposition bias

Organization vision

Strategic cost management

Period costs

Product costs

Chapter 2

Cost behavior

Cost driver

Cost object

Fixed cost

Mixed cost

Variable cost

Chapter 3

Contribution margin percentage (ratio)

CVP analysis

Indifference / cross over point
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